Historical Fiction

Historical Fiction—When a fictional (made up) story takes place in the past and sometimes borrows true characteristics of the time period in which it is set.

The Luxe
Godbersen, Anna
TEEN FIC GOD

Grave Mercy
LaFevers, Robin
TEEN FIC LAF

Changeling
Gregory, Philippa
TEEN FIC GRE

The Mirk & Midnight Hour
Nickerson, Jane
TEEN FIC NIC

Something Strange & Deadly
Dennard, Susan
TEEN FIC DEN

The Girl in the Steel Corset
Cross, Cady
TEEN FIC CRO

A Great & Terrible Beauty
Bray, Libba
TEEN FIC BRA

Jackaby
Ritter, William
TEEN FIC RIT

A Death-Struck Year
Lucier, Makiia
TEEN FIC LUC

A Northern Light
Donnelly, Jennifer
TEEN FIC DON

The Rock & the River
Magoon, Kekla
TEEN FIC MAG

Clockwork Angel
Clare, Cassandra
TEEN FIC CLA

The Diviners
Bray, Libba
TEEN FIC BRA

Ripper
Petrucha, Stefan
TEEN FIC PET
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